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DIFFRACTION OF PROTONS AND NUCLEIAT HIGH ENERGIESA.B. Kaidalova;b, V.A. Khozea;, A.D. Martina and M.G. Ryskina;aDepartment of Physis and Institute for Partile Physis PhenomenologyUniversity of Durham, Durham DH1 3LE, UKbInstitute of Theoretial and Experimental Physis, Mosow, 117259, RussiaPetersburg Nulear Physis Institute, Gathina, St. Petersburg, 188300, Russia(Reeived Marh 13, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayWe review the desription of high energy di�ration from both the sand t hannel viewpoints, and demonstrate their onsisteny. We emphasizethe role played by s hannel unitarity and multi-Pomeron exhanges. Weexplain how these e�ets suppress hard di�rative proesses. As examples,we desribe the alulation of di�rative dijet prodution at the Tevatronand predit some of the rih di�rative phenomena aessible in proton�nulear ollisions at RHIC.PACS numbers: 13.85.Hd, 25.40.Ep1. IntrodutionA broad lass of proesses at high energies has properties analogous tothe lassial pattern of the di�ration of light. These are usually alleddi�rative proesses. The lassi example is the elasti sattering of hadronson nulei, whih has an angular distribution with a series of minima andmaxima, analogous to the di�ration of light on a blak dis. In di�rativeproesses the wave nature of partiles is learly revealed and the neessityof a quantum mehanial desription in terms of amplitudes, and not prob-abilities, is evident.Unitarity relates the imaginary parts of forward elasti sattering ampli-tudes to total ross setions. Hene studies of elasti sattering and �tot fordi�erent targets and projetiles was traditionally one of important soureof information on the strengths of interations and their radii. In partiu-lar, data on the high-energy interations of hadrons indiate that the radiusof the strong interation inreases with energy, and indiate that the totalross setions will ontinue to inrease in the energy region not explored atpresent aelerators. (3163)



3164 A.B. Kaidalov et al.Proesses of di�rative dissoiation of olliding partiles [1℄ provide newpossibilities for the investigation of the dynamis of high-energy hadroniinterations. These proesses are dominated by soft, nonpertubative aspetsof QCD, and hene provide important information on the dynamis. Indeed,they provide a rih testing ground for models of soft interations. In thispaper we demonstrate that the ross setions of inelasti di�rative proessesare very sensitive to nonlinear, unitarity e�ets.A new lass of di�rative phenomena � hard di�ration � has beenextensively studied both experimentally and theoretially in reent years.These proesses inlude the total ross setion and di�rative dissoiationof a virtual photon at high energy at HERA, and the di�rative produtionof jets, W;Z bosons, heavy quarks, et. in hadroni ollisions. The latterproesses beome possible at very high (.m.) energies (ps) beause largemass M di�rative states may be produed with M2 � s. Investigation ofthese proesses gives new possibilities for the study of the interplay of softand hard dynamis in QCD. An important question � the breaking of QCDfatorization for hard reations in di�rative proesses � will be disussedbelow.Nowadays di�rative hard proesses are attrating attention as a way ofextending the physis programme at proton olliders, inluding novel ways ofsearhing for New Physis, see, for example, [2�6℄ and referenes therein. Anespeially interesting proess is the exlusive double di�rative produtionof a Higgs boson at the LHC; pp ! p + H + p, where the + signs denotethe presene of large rapidity gaps. Clearly a areful treatment of boththe soft and hard QCD e�ets is ruial for the reliability of the theoretialpreditions for these di�rative proesses.The outline of the artile is as follows. In Setion 2 we review di�ra-tion phenomena from both the s and t hannel viewpoints. In Setion 2.3we link these approahes together. We emphasize the onveniene of work-ing in terms of di�rative eigenstates, as originally proposed by Good andWalker [7℄. In Setion 3 we disuss how these eigenstates may be identi�edwith the di�erent parton on�gurations of the proton. Sattering througheah of the eigenstates is suppressed (by unitarity or multi-Pomeron ef-fets) by di�erent amounts. In Setion 4 we study some examples of harddi�rative proesses. First we summarize a alulation of di�rative dijetprodution at the Tevatron, whih shows that the estimate of the overall sup-pression of the ross setion is in agreement with the data. In Setion 4.2we turn to di�rative proton�nulear proesses. We present preditions fora range of hard di�rative proesses whih are aessible at RHIC. Finally,Setion 5 ontains some brief onlusions.



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3165Sine this artile is an attempt at a short review1 of high energy di�ra-tive phenomena, we have only provided a few referenes to help the reader.Hene our referene list is inomplete and we apologize to those authorswhose work has not been ited. Setion 4 ontains new results for di�rativeproton�nulear proesses.2. Theoretial approahes to di�ration at high energiesThe investigation of the di�rative sattering of hadrons gives importantinformation on the struture of hadrons and on their interation mehanisms.Di�rative proesses may be studied from either an s hannel or t hannelviewpoint. We will disuss these approahes in turn, and then show thatthey are omplementary to, and onsistent with, eah other.2.1. Di�ration from an s hannel viewpointUnitarity plays a pivotal role in di�rative proesses. The total rosssetion is intimately related to the elasti sattering amplitude and the sat-tering into inelasti �nal states via s hannel unitarity, SSy = I, ordis T � T � T y = iT yT (1)with S = I + iT . If we were to fous, for example, on elasti unitarity, thendis would simply denote the disontinuity of T aross the two-partile shannel ut. At high energies, the s hannel unitarity relation is diagonal inthe impat parameter, b, basis, suh that2ImTel(s; b) = jTel(s; b)j2 +Ginel(s; b) (2)with �tot = 2Z d2b ImTel(s; b) ; (3)�el = Z d2b jTel(s; b)j2 ; (4)�inel = Z d2b �2ImTel(s; b)� jTel(s; b)j2� : (5)The general solution of (2) isTel = i(1 � �e2iÆ) ; (6)Ginel = 1� �2 ; (7)1 Other reviews of di�ration an be found, for example, in [8�14℄.



3166 A.B. Kaidalov et al.where �(s; b)2 = exp(�
(s; b)) is the probability that no inelasti satteringours. 
 � 0 is alled the opaity (optial density) or eikonal2.The well known example of sattering by a blak dis, with � = 0 forb < R, gives �el = �inel = �R2 and �tot = 2�R2. In general, we see that theabsorption of the initial wave due to the existene of many inelasti hannelsleads, via s hannel unitarity, to di�rative elasti sattering.So muh for elasti di�ration. Now we turn to inelasti di�ration,whih is a onsequene of the internal struture of hadrons. This is simplestto desribe at high energies, where the lifetimes of the hadroni �utuationsare large, � � E=m2, and during these time intervals the orrespondingFok states an be onsidered as `frozen'. Eah hadroni onstituent anundergo sattering and thus destroy the oherene of the �utuations. As aonsequene, the outgoing superposition of states will be di�erent from theinident partile, and will most likely ontain multipartile states, so we willhave inelasti, as well as elasti, di�ration.To disuss inelasti di�ration, it is onvenient to follow Good andWalker [7℄, and to introdue states �k whih diagonalize the T matrix. Suheigenstates only undergo elasti sattering. Sine there are no o�-diagonaltransitions h�j jT j�ki = 0 ; for j 6= k (8)a state k annot di�ratively dissoiate in a state j. We have noted that thisis not true for hadroni states due to their internal struture. One way ofproeeding is to enlarge the set of intermediate states, from just the singleelasti hannel, and to introdue a multihannel eikonal. We will onsidersuh an example below, but �rst let us express the ross setion in termsof the probabilities Fk of the hadroni proess proeeding via the variousdi�rative eigenstates �k.Let us denote the orthogonal matrix whih diagonalizes ImT by a, sothat ImT = aFaT with h�j jF j�ki = Fk Æjk : (9)Now onsider the di�rative dissoiation of an arbitrary inoming statejii = Xk aik j�ki : (10)The elasti sattering amplitude for this state satis�eshijIm T jii = Xk jaikj2 Fk = hF i ; (11)2 Sometimes 
=2 is alled the eikonal.



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3167where Fk � h�kjF j�ki and where the brakets of hF i mean that we take theaverage of F over the initial probability distribution of di�rative eigenstates.After the di�rative sattering desribed by Tfi, the �nal state jfi will, ingeneral, be a di�erent superposition of eigenstates from that of jii, whihwas shown in (10). At high energies we may neglet the real parts of thedi�rative amplitudes. Then, for ross setions at a given impat parameterb, we have d�totd2b = 2 ImhijT jii = 2 Xk jaikj2 Fk = 2hF i ;d�eld2b = jhijT jiij2 =  Xk jaikj2 Fk!2 = hF i2 ;d�el + SDd2b = Xk jh�kjT jiij2 = Xk jaikj2 F 2k = hF 2i : (12)It follows that the ross setion for the single di�rative dissoiation of aproton, d�SDd2b = hF 2i � hF i2; (13)is given by the statistial dispersion in the absorption probabilities of thedi�rative eigenstates. Here the average is taken over the omponents k ofthe inoming proton whih dissoiates. If the averages are taken over theomponents of both of the inoming partiles, then (13) is the sum of theross setion for single and double dissoiation.Note that if all the omponents �k of the inoming di�rative state jiiwere absorbed equally then the di�rated superposition would be propor-tional to the inident one and the inelasti di�ration would be zero. Thusif, at very high energies, the amplitudes Fk at small impat parameters areequal to the blak disk limit, Fk = 1, then di�rative prodution will beequal to zero in this impat parameter domain and so will only our inthe peripheral b region. Suh behaviour already takes plae in pp (and p�p)interations at Tevatron energies. Hene the impat parameter strutureof inelasti and elasti di�ration is drastially di�erent in the presene ofstrong s hannel unitarity e�ets.Under the assumption that amplitudes Fk at high energies an not exeedthe blak disk limit, Fk � 1, equations (12) lead to the following boundd�el + SDd2b � 12 d�totd2b ; (14)known as the Pumplin bound [15℄.



3168 A.B. Kaidalov et al.A simple realisti appliation of the above framework is the interation ofa highly virtual photon with a nuleus. For reent disussions and referenessee, for example, [16,17℄. The wave funtion for the photon to �utuate intoa q�q pair may be written  (~r; �), where ~r is the separation of the q and �q inthe transverse plane and �, 1�� are the longitudinal momentum frations ofthe photon momentum arried by the q and �q. For small r the ross setionfor the q�q pair to interat with a nuleon behaves as � � �Sr2. Thus, at�xed impat parameter b, the opaity
 = �TA(~b) / r2 ; (15)where TA(b) = 1Z�1 dz �(~b; z) (16)and �(~b; z) is the density of nuleons in the nuleus (R TA(b) d2b = A). TA(b)is often alled the nulear density per unit area or the optial thikness ofthe nuleus.At high energy, due to Lorentz time dilation, the lifetime of eah om-ponent with �xed ~r is muh longer than the interation time of the q�q pairinside the nuleus A. Hene the �A amplitude is of the form3h1 � e�
=2i = Z d2r d� �(~r; �) [1� exp(��(~r)TA(b)=2)℄  (~r; �) : (17)On the other hand, at low energy, where the lifetime of the q�q �utuations issmall, we have to average �(~r) already in the exponent, sine eah nuleoninterats with a di�erent � ! q�q �utuation. Therefore the low energyamplitude is 1� exp��h
i2 � = 1� exp��h�iTA2 � : (18)To simplify the disussion we, here, neglet the real part of the elasti am-plitude; that is we assume in (6) that Æ � 1. Modulo this assumption, (18)is exatly the Glauber formula, whih was originally derived for an inomingpartile of energy E <� 1 GeV, whih therefore has enough time to returnto its equilibrium state between interations within the nuleus. It is thisnormal mix of Fok states of the inident partile whih leads to taking h�iin the exponent.3 This result was �rst proposed within QCD in Refs. [18℄ and [19℄, but, long before,an analogous expression was originally given [1℄ for deuteron sattering with protonand neutron onstituents in the plae of the q�q �utuation of the photon.



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3169Returning to the high energy ase, we see that as the separation ~r isfrozen, eah value of r orresponds to a di�rative eigenstate j�ki (in thenotation of (10)) with ross setion �k = �(~r). If there is a large probabilityof inelasti sattering, that is �T > 1, then the di�erene between (17) and(18) is signi�ant, and leads to a large di�ration dissoiation ross setion�SD of (13).In the above example we are dealing with a ontinuous set of di�rativeeigenstates j�ki, eah haraterised by a di�erent value of ~r. Another ex-ample is to onsider just two di�rative hannels [20�23℄ (say, p;N�), andassume, for simpliity, that the elasti sattering amplitudes for these twohannels are equal. Then the T matrix has the formIm T = 1 � e�
=2; (19)where the eikonal matrix 
 has elements
fif 0i0 = 
0 !fi !f 0i0 : (20)The individual ! matries, whih orrespond to transitions from the twoinoming hadrons, eah have the form! = � 1  1 � : (21)The parameter (s; b) determines the ratio of the inelasti to elasti transi-tions. The overall oupling 
0 is also a funtion of the energy ps and theimpat parameter b. It is assumed here that the diagonal elements for bothhannels are equal. This leads to a simpli�ation of the formulas.With the above form of !, the di�rative eigenstates arej�1i = 1p2 (jpi+ jN�i) ; j�2i = 1p2 (jpi � jN�i) : (22)In this basis, the eikonal has the diagonal form
mnm0n0 = 
0 dmn dm0n0 ; (23)where m;n = �1; �2 and d = � 1 +  00 1�  � : (24)In the ase where  is lose to unity,  = 1 � ", one of the eigenvalues issmall. As was mentioned above, in QCD the diagonal states are related tothe olourless q�q states with de�nite transverse size, r. Small eigenvaluesorrespond to the states of small size (� � r2). Thus the s hannel view ofdi�ration is onvenient to inorporate s hannel unitarity. However it needsextra dynamial input to predit the s and b dependenes of the di�erentdi�rative proesses.



3170 A.B. Kaidalov et al.2.2. Di�ration from a t hannel viewpointThe t hannel approah is based on the Regge model for di�rative pro-esses. In this approah di�rative proesses are mediated by the exhangeof a Pomeron (P ) � the leading Regge pole with vauum quantum numbers(Fig. 1). The Pomeron plays the role of an exhanged `partile', and givesfatorizable ontributions to sattering amplitudes.Di�rative proesses (Fig. 1) are haraterized by a large rapidity gapbetween groups of produed partiles. For example, for the (single) di�ra-

Fig. 1. Single and double di�rative dissoiation with a large rapidity gap repre-sented by Pomeron exhange.tive dissoiation of partile 2 into a system of mass M , the rapidity gapbetween partile 10 and the remaining hadrons is�y = ln� sM2� = ln� 1xP � ; (25)where xP = 1 � x and x = p10L=(p10L)max is the Feynman x variable ofpartile 10. In general, the masses, Mi, of the di�ratively exited states,produed in high energy ps ollisions, an be large. The only ondition fordi�rative dissoiation is M2i � s.In the Regge pole model, the ross setion for the inlusive single di�ra-tive dissoiation proess of Fig. 1(a) an be written in the formxP d2�dxP dt = (g11(t))216� jGP (�y; t)j2 �totP2(M2; t) ; (26)where t is the (square) of the 4-momentum transfer. The Green's funtion(propagator) of the Pomeron isGP (�y; t) = S exp[(�P (t)� 1)�y℄ ; (27)



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3171where S = 1 + exp(�i��P (t))sin��P (t) (28)is the signature fator. The quantity �totP2(M2; t) an be onsidered as thePomeron�partile 2 total interation ross setion [24℄. This quantity is notdiretly observable. It is de�ned by its relation to the di�ration produ-tion ross setion, (26). This de�nition is useful, however, beause at largeM2, this ross setion has the same Regge behavior as the usual total rosssetions �totP2(M2; t) =Xk gk22(0)rkPP (t)�M2s0 ��k(0)�1 ; (29)where the rkPP (t) is the triple-Reggeon vertex, whih desribes the ouplingof two Pomerons to the Reggeon k.Thus, in this region where the dissoiating system has a large mass M ,satisfying s�M2 � m2, the inlusive di�rative ross setion is desribedby the triple-Regge diagrams of Fig. 2. Therefore, on inserting (29) into(26), we haved2�dx dt =Xk �k(t)(1 � x)�k(0)�2�P (t) � ss0��k(0)�1 : (30)The Pomeron and f ouplings to the proton, and the triple-Regge ver-ties rPPP ; rfPP , have been determined from analyses of experimental data onthe di�rative prodution of partiles in hadroni ollisions (see the reviewin [8℄). These ouplings speify the fators �k(t) in (30).

Fig. 2. Triple-Regge diagrams with k = P or f exhange desribing high energy(M2 � m2) Pomeron�partile 2 sattering.In impat-parameter spae, Regge amplitudes have a gaussian form atasymptoti energies. On the other hand, for inelasti di�ration we expet a



3172 A.B. Kaidalov et al.peripheral form, whih follows from unitarity in the s hannel piture. Notealso that, sine the Pomeron has interept �P (0) > 1, the ross setions ofdi�rative proesses, (30), inrease with energy faster than the total rosssetions, and thus lead to a problem with unitarity. However, in Reggetheory it is neessary to take into aount, not only Regge poles, but alsoRegge uts [25,26℄, whih orrespond to the exhange of several Regge polesin the t hannel. These ontributions restore the unitarity of the theory. Forinelasti di�ration they lead to a peripheral form of the impat-parameterdistributions and yield the appropriate energy dependene of the orrespond-ing ross setions.How is this realized in Regge theory? The explanation is based on atehnique to evaluate Reggeon diagrams, introdued by Gribov [27℄, whihallows the alulation of ontributions of multi-Pomeron uts in terms ofPomeron exhanges in the amplitudes of di�rative proesses.2.3. Compatibility of the s and t hannel viewpoints:Gribov's Reggeon alulus and the AGK utting rulesGribov's tehnique uses unitarity and analytiity of Reggeon�partileamplitudes, whih follows from an analysis of Feynman diagrams [27℄. Forexample the amplitude of two-Pomeron exhange in the t hannel (Fig. 3(a))an be written as a sum over all di�rative intermediate states in the s han-nel (Fig. 3(b)). This result an be extended to multi-Pomeron exhanges in
Fig. 3. Two-Pomeron exhange in the t hannel expressed as the sum over alldi�rative intermediate states in the s hannel. The rosses indiate that thepartiles are on the mass shell.the t hannel. For the single (s) hannel ase, the summation of all elas-ti resatterings leads to the well known eikonal formula with the eikonalgiven by the Fourier transform of the single-Pomeron-exhange diagram.For several di�rative hannels the resulting amplitudes an be written inthe matrix eikonal form of the type shown in (19) and (20). In this waya onnetion between the s hannel view of di�ration and Regge theoryis established. Note that only for weak oupling an the Pomeron uts be



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3173negleted, and just the �rst term in the expansion be retained. Another pow-erful tool for the alulation of, not only di�rative, but inelasti proesses,whih ontribute to total ross setion, is the AGK (Abramovsky, Gribov,Kanheli [28℄) utting rules. By applying these rules, it is possible to showthe selfonsisteny of the approah, whih was absent in the pure Reggepole model. Consider a diagram where elasti sattering is mediated by theexhange of k Pomerons. The AGK utting rules speify the oe�ients nkarising when n of these Pomerons are ut. Reall that these Pomeron utdisontinuities give the orresponding inelasti ontributions to �tot. Theterms with n = 0 orrespond to the di�rative utting of the diagram (thatis the ut is between the Pomeron exhanges, and not through the Pomeronsthemselves). These n = 0 terms have the oe�ientsn=0k = 2k�1 � 1 : (31)For two-Pomeron exhange, k = 2, the oe�ients are +1, �4, +2 aordingto whether n = 0, 1 or 2 Pomerons are ut, respetively.We illustrate the ompatibility between the s hannel view of di�rationand the t hannel approah with multi-Pomeron uts, using a simple exam-ple with two di�rative hannels. In this ase the T matrix has the form(19)�(21) with funtion 
0 given by
0 = (gPpp)2� ss0��4�B e�b2=4B = (gPpp)24�B exp�� ln� ss0�� b24B� ; (32)where B is the slope of the Pomeron amplitude,B = 12B0 + �0P ln� ss0� ; (33)gPpp is the oupling of the Pomeron to the proton, s0 = 1 GeV2 and � ��P (0) � 1. In pratie, the value of  is about 0.4. Thus as a �rst approxi-mation we may neglet higher powers of  in (19). The eikonal funtion 
inreases with energy as (s=s0)�, and at very high energies it follows, from(32) and (33), that 
 � 1 for values of the impat parameter satisfying4b2 < R2 = 4�0P� ln2� ss0� : (34)As a onsequene, the elasti and inelasti ross setions have strikinglydi�erent forms in impat parameter spae. The elasti ross setion is limited4 We have negleted the slowly varying term �0P ln(s=s0) ln �(gPpp)2=4��0P ln(s=s0)�in R2.



3174 A.B. Kaidalov et al.by the blak dis bound, �el(b; s) = 1, up to b � R, after whih it dereasesrapidly. On the other hand, the inelasti ross setion depends on the o�-diagonal elements in (20) and (21),�12(b; s) ' (
0)2e�
0 ; (35)and so is only non-zero in the peripheral region of the interation,b � R. This example illustrates the general di�erene in the suppressionof the elasti and inelasti hannels due to multi-Pomeron exhanges, inagreement with s hannel unitarity.Let us illustrate the self onsisteny of the Gribov tehnique for theevaluation of multi-Pomeron ontributions, and the AGK utting rules, inthe simplest single-hannel example. In this ase the imaginary part ofelasti amplitude in b spae has the eikonal formImTel(s; b) =Xk=1 (�1)k+1k! �
02 �k = 1� exp��
02 � : (36)By applying the AGK utting rules [28℄ to eah term of the series, it ispossible to obtain for the di�rative (elasti) ross setion [29℄�el(s; b) =Xk=1 (�1)kk! �
02 �k 2(2k�1 � 1) = �1� exp��
02 ��2 (37)and for inelasti ross setion�inel(s; b) =Xn=1 (
0)nn! e�
0 = (1� exp(�
0)); (38)where n is the number of ut Pomerons (with any number of unut ones).It has a simple probabilisti interpretation. The seond expression for �inelrepresents the whole probability, 1, minus the probability exp(�
0) to haveno inelasti interation, whereas in the �rst expression eah term 
n0 =n!represents the probability of n inelasti interations (where n! aounts forthe identity of the interations) multiplied by exp(�
0) whih guaranteesthat there are no further inelasti interations.From (36)�(38) we see that, in the single hannel ase, we have�el(s; b) = (ImTel(s; b))2; (39)�el(s; b) + �inel(s; b) = �tot(s; b) = 2ImTel(s; b) ; (40)



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3175as indeed it must be. Note that this self onsisteny ould not be ahieved ifthe series in multi-Pomeron resatterings would be ut at some �nite term.The onsisteny with s hannel unitarity an be proven for an arbitrarymultihannel ase.It is also instrutive to onsider the situation with two Pomeron poles:soft Ps and hard Ph. In the single hannel ase, a summation of s hannelresatterings leads again to the eikonal formula [30℄ with
(s; b) = 
s(s; b) + 
h(s; b) ; (41)where the 
i(s; b) are the Fourier transforms of the i-Pomeron ontributions.The hard Pomeron is usually related to the ross setion of minijet produ-tion [30, 31℄, whih rapidly inreases with energy. It is interesting to notethat the unitarization via eikonal formula desribed above leads to a ratherweak in�uene of the hard omponent on the behaviour of the total rosssetions, beause this omponent beomes important only at energies whenthe soft omponent is large and the amplitudes at small impat parametersare lose to the blak disk limit. From the AGK utting rules it is easy toprove that in this model, the ross setion of a hard proess (with any num-ber k � 1 of hard interations plus any number of soft inelasti interations)is desribed by the eikonal expression with 
 = 
h. This is the so-alledself absorption theorem for proesses with a given riterion [32℄. In this asethe riterion is the existene of at least one minijet.From the above expression it is lear that suh proesses will dominate atvery high energies, and that the mean number of minijets will be determinedby 
h. 3. Di�rative eigenstates and parton on�gurationsThe partoni piture of hadroni �utuations mentioned above gives anew insight to proesses of di�ration dissoiation of hadrons. This pi-ture naturally appears in QCD, where eah hadron an be represented as aFok state vetor in terms of the quark and gluon degrees of freedom. Atvery high energies, these �utuations have large lifetimes and have smallvariations during the time of the interation. Thus on�gurations made ofde�nite numbers of quarks, antiquarks and gluons with de�nite transverseoordinates an be onsidered as natural andidates for the eigenstates j�kiof di�ration. Partoni models of di�ration were originally introdued inRefs. [33,34℄ and are now widely used within a QCD framework (for examplesand referenes see [35℄). In QCD, olourless on�gurations of small trans-verse size have small total interation ross setions. Existene of suh on-�gurations leads to the phenomenon known as `olor transpareny' [18, 19℄,whih, in turn, leads to interesting e�ets in the di�rative interations of



3176 A.B. Kaidalov et al.hadrons and photons with nulei. Existene of the di�rative eigenstateswith substantially di�erent interation ross setions leads, aording to(13), to large total ross setions of di�rative proesses at high energies,whih are lose to the Pumplin bound (14). The distribution, P (�k), ofross setions �k of the di�rative eigenstates �k, has been determined fromexperimental data on di�rative proesses for pions and protons in Refs. [36℄.In the simplest 2-hannel model, disussed in Setion 2.1, the broad distri-bution P (�k) is approximated by 2 states with substantially di�erent valuesof �k. In Ref. [37℄ these states were related to the distributions of quarksand gluons with substantially di�erent values of Bjorken x (see also [38℄).In Ref. [37℄ two models were onsidered. In the �rst model (model A) it wassupposed that the valene quarks orrespond to the small size omponent,while the sea quarks and gluons make up the large size omponent. In theseond model (model B) the weights of the two omponents varied with xin suh a way that the small size omponent dominated at x � 1, while thelarge size omponent was dominant at small x.Another interesting aspet of the partoni piture is the existene ofpartoni �utuations with large masses, M � mN , whih orrespond tomultigluon on�gurations. In perturbative QCD, these are related to theBFKL Pomeron [39℄. The elasti sattering of suh states leads to thedi�rative prodution of states of large mass, whih in the Regge languageorresponds to the triple-Pomeron interation. The average mass of suhstates inreases with energy, and at very high energies their role in inelastidi�rative proesses beomes very important.It was emphasized above, that at very high energies when elasti sat-tering beomes lose to the blak disk limit, there is a strong in�uene ofdi�erent di�rative eigenstates on the properties of di�rative proesses inthe physial (hadroni) basis. In partiular, there is a strong redution ofthe ross setion of large mass di�ration due to unitarity (multi-Pomeronresatterings) e�ets. Below we will onsider these e�ets for the di�ra-tive prodution of large mass states, whih ontain a hard subproess: theso-alled hard di�rative proesses.4. Hard di�ration in p�p (pp) and pA ollisionsThe hard di�rative dissoiation of hadrons or nulei provides new pos-sibilities for the investigation of di�ration dynamis. We illustrate thisby disussing some typial reations below. First, we desribe a study ofdi�rative dijet prodution at the Tevatron, and then we proeed to makepreditions for typial hard di�rative proesses in proton�nulear ollisionsthat are aessible at RHIC. The possible relevane to di�ration at the LHCis mentioned.



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 31774.1. Di�rative dijet prodution in p�p ollisionsConsider �rst the situation for dijet prodution in pp (p�p) ollisions. Itis important that the single Pomeron exhange diagram of Fig. 4(a) an bealulated using QCD fatorization for the hard proesses, together with thedistributions of partons in the proton and the Pomeron, denoted by fpi andfPi , respetively. The latter `di�rative' distributions an be extrated from

Fig. 4. (a) The Born diagram for di�rative dijet prodution at the Tevatron,and (b) the ontribution to di�rative prodution at HERA driven by the gluoniomponent of the Pomeron. Notie that the lower parts of the diagrams are thesame.an analysis of hard di�ration in deep inelasti sattering (Fig. 4(b)). Thusthe ross setion for di�rative dijet prodution, Fig. 4(a), may be writtend�dt dxP =Xi;k Z FP (xP ; t)fPi (�;E2T )fpk (x1; E2T )�ikd�dx1 ; (42)where �ik is the ross setion for dijet prodution by partons with longitudi-nal momentum frations x1 and � of the proton and Pomeron, respetively,and ET is the transverse energy of the jets. FP is the Pomeron ��ux fator�,whih, aording to (26), an be written in the formFP (xP ; t) = �gPpp(t)�2(16�)x2�P (t)�1P : (43)This approximation orresponds to the Ingelman�Shlein onjeture [40℄.The existene of a hard sale provides the normalization of the Pomeronterm.



3178 A.B. Kaidalov et al.In the previous setions we have emphasized the importane of multi-Pomeron ontributions for di�rative partile prodution. For di�rativedijet prodution they orrespond to the diagrams shown in Fig. 5. These

Fig. 5. Multi-Pomeron ontributions to di�rative dijet prodution at the Tevatron.diagrams lead to a strong violation of both Regge and hard fatorization.Experimental data of CDF Collaboration at the Tevatron [41℄ learly indi-ate the breaking of hard fatorization in dijet prodution � the measureddijet ross setion is an order of magnitude smaller than that predited from(42) using HERA data for fPi . It is even more striking that the � distributionfor the produed dijets inreases muh faster as � ! 0, as ompared withthe expeted behaviour of the partoni distributions. Both experimentalobservations an be reprodued in the model whih takes into aount thesuppression of di�rative prodution at high energies due to multi-Pomeronexhanges. An essential feature of the model, whih allows the reoniliationof the observed � dependene with that expeted from the partoni (mostlygluoni) distributions, is the relation between the size of the partoni �utu-ation and the type (or the value of x) of the ative parton. The suppressionfator Sp in this model an be written in the form5Sp = Xn Z d2b japnj2jMnj2 exp(�
n(s; b))Xn Z d2b japnj2jMnj2 ; (44)5 We use the subsript p to distinguish the suppression Sp in pp (or p�p) hard di�rativeollisions from the extra suppression SA in p-nulear ollisions to be disussed inSetions 4.2 and 4.3.



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3179where japnj2 is the probability of �nding the partoni di�rative eigenstaten � j�ni in the proton jpi, see (10), and jMnj2 is the probability of produingthe dijet system from the eigenstate n. It an depend on the type of theative parton i and the value of its momentum, xi and ~k?i.In Ref. [37℄ two eigenhannels were onsidered, n = 1; 2. It was arguedthat the hannel with the smaller ross setion (denoted the S omponent)orresponds to valene quarks with x � 1, while the hannel with the largerross setion is due to sea quarks and gluons and is onentrated at smallervalues of x. This was denoted model A of the di�rative eigenstates. Ofourse, the model is oversimpli�ed. There will be part of the valene om-ponent with large size, while on the other hand the gluons and sea quarksontribute to the small size omponent. An alternative model, model B, wasintrodued, in whih the partoni distributionsfi(x;E2T ) = (P Si + PLi )fi(x;E2T ) (45)with i = valene; sea; glue; where the large and small size projetion oper-ators have the formsPLi = (1� x)ni(Q2); P Si = 1� PLi ; (46)where the ni were hosen so that eah omponent arries one half of thewhole nuleon energy and one half of the number of valene quarks, see [37℄.The funtions 
n(s; b) in (44) have been parameterized in the form (see(23)) 
L = (1 + )
0; 
S = (1� )
0; (47)with  = 0:4 [42℄. In pratie we use a more realisti parameterization of the
n, determined from the global desription of total, elasti and soft di�ra-tive prodution data [42℄. In addition to the two-hannel eikonal allowingfor low mass di�ration, this analysis inorporated pion-loop insertions inthe Pomeron trajetory, and high mass single- and double-di�rative disso-iation via s hannel iterations of diagrams ontaining the triple-Pomeroninteration.Interestingly, the order of magnitude suppression and the � dependeneof the predition of the CDF dijet was well reprodued by both models Aand B for the di�rative eigenstates, see Fig. 6, whih was taken fromRef. [37℄. Note that, when the new �ts to H1 di�rative data [43℄ are usedin the approah of Ref. [37℄, even better agreement with CDF dijet data isahieved [44℄.A further hek of this general approah has been performed in Ref. [45℄.There it was shown that the experimentally observed [46℄ breakdown of fa-torization in the ratio of the yields of dijet prodution in single di�rative
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II(Small / Large σabs)Fig. 6. The four lower urves are the preditions for di�rative dijet produtionat the Tevatron obtained from two alternative sets of `HERA' di�rative partondistributions I and II using models A (ontinuous urves) and B (dashed urves)to alulate the suppression fator Sp of (44). Note that without the suppressionfator the upper two urves in the plot would be obtained. The Tevatron dijetdata (shown by the data points and shaded band) demonstrate the importane ofinluding the shadowing orretions. The �gure is taken from [37℄.and double-Pomeron-exhange proesses is in good agreement with the ex-petations of the suppression fators obtained from the above-mentionedglobal analysis of di�rative phenomena [42℄.4.2. Di�ration in proton�nulear ollisionsThe suppression fators, analogous to (44), are muh stronger for di�ra-tive p-nulear proesses than for pp (or p�p) ollisions. They have a muhriher struture. Their magnitudes, their A and kinemati dependenes aremuh more sensitive to the absorption ross setions of the proton partonion�gurations of di�erent transverse size, see, for example, [47℄. Moreover,for ollisions involving nulei, A, there are more possibilities of di�rativedissoiation. We will onsider two types of proton�nulear hard di�rativeproesses: the inoherent and oherent prodution of a massive system h(aompanied by other partiles, denoted by X)pA ! Xh+ YA ; (48)



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3181pA ! Xh+A ; (49)as shown in Fig. 7. The observable system h ould be a dijet, a Drell�Yan pair or a heavy q�q pair. For inoherent prodution, (48), the nuleusdissoiates into a system of nuleons labelled YA. The momentum transferis t � 1=R2p, where Rp is the radius of the proton. On the other hand, inproess (49) we have the oherent dissoiation of the proton, while leavingthe nuleus intat with very small momentum transfer, t � 1=R2A, where RAis the nulear radius.
Fig. 7. Multi-Pomeron exhange ontributions to the inoherent and oherentdi�rative prodution of a massive system h in high energy proton�nulear (pA) ol-lisions. In (a) the nuleus A has dissoiated into a system YA of nuleons, whereas in(b) it remains intat. The dots are to indiate any number of exhanged Pomerons,and/or interations with any number of nuleons.In the Born approximation for the interation with a single nuleon, theross setion, integrated over t, of the seond proess is�oh(pA! Xh+A) = 1BA d�dt ����t=0 ' CA2A2=3 = CA4=3 ; (50)while the ross setion of the inoherent proess behaves as �(pA ! Xh +YA) � A. These A-dependenes are drastially modi�ed by multiple resat-tering (multi-Pomeron exhanges), shown in Fig. 7.The ross setion for the inoherent hard di�ration on nulei, proess(48), in the Gribov�Glauber approah [48℄ is desribed by an analogousformula to that for pp ollisions,�(pA! Xh+ YA) =Xn Z d2bjapnj2�n(pp! h)TA(b) exp(��nabs(s)TA(b)) ;(51)where, as before, the sum is over the partoni di�rative eigenstates of theinoming proton, and japnj2 is the probability of �nding eigenstate n �



3182 A.B. Kaidalov et al.j�ni in the proton jpi, see (10); �n(pp ! h) is the orresponding rosssetion in proton�proton6 ollisions for sattering through the nth di�rativeeigenstate, and TA(b) is the nulear pro�le funtion (16). Here �nabs(s) =�ntot��nel, where the ross setions are for proton�nuleon sattering at energyps through the nth eigenstate, sine elasti sattering does not hange thekinemati struture of the proess. Thus the nulear suppression fator(sometimes alled nulear transpareny) isSinohA = �(pA! Xh+ YA)A�(pp! Xh) ; (52)where the denominator �(pp ! Xh) is the orresponding ross setion forthe di�rative prodution of the hard (massive) system h in proton�nuleonollisions. Thus SinohA is the extra suppression due solely to nulear e�ets.Coherent prodution on nulei, proess (49), is possible when the massof the di�ratively produed system, M(hX), satis�esM2=s � 1=mpRA ; (53)where ps is the proton�nuleon .m. energy. Then the amplitude in impatparameter spae isMoh(pA! Xh+A) = Xn apnMn(pp! h)TA(b) exp���ntot2 TA(b)� ;(54)where again the sum is over the di�rative eigenstates of the inoming pro-ton. Here �nabs = �ntot, sine even elasti sattering with t & 1=R2A willdestroy the nuleus. Hene the total ross setion of oherent di�rativeprodution of h is�oh(pA! Xh+A)=Xn Z d2b japnj24� d�ndt (pp! h)����t=0 T 2A(b) exp(��ntotTA(b)) : (55)We present below the results for the nulear suppression fator for the o-herent di�ration prodution of a system h in the formSohA = d�ohdt (pA! Xh+A)����t=0 , A2 d�dt (pp! h)����t=0 : (56)Again this is the extra suppression arising solely from nulear e�ets.6 The Pomeron ouples equally to the proton and neutron onstituents of the nuleus.



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3183To be realisti, we present results for proton�nulear (pA) ollisions in theRHIC energy regime, ps ' 300 GeV, where ps refers to the orrespondingproton�nuleon .m. energy. We use the same model that was employedto desribe hard di�ration in pp ollisions [42℄. We show results wherethe system h is hosen to be Drell�Yan lepton pairs (whih originate fromq�q annihilations), and also where h is hosen to be either � or b�b pairs(whih originate from gg fusion). To be spei�, we use a fatorization sale�2 = M2pair where for Drell�Yan or � prodution the mass of the pair ishosen to be Mpair = 5 GeV, while for beauty prodution we take Mb�b =13 GeV. The nulear pro�le funtion, TA(b) of (16), was alulated usingthe standard Woods�Saxon form for �(r) with the parameters determinedfrom the eletromagneti form fators of nulei [49℄. In Figs. 8, 9 we showthe nulear suppression fators (52) and (56) as a funtion of the fration ofthe longitudinal momentum of the inoming proton arried by the systemh (= l+l�, � or b�b).
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Fig. 8. The extra nulear suppression fators SA of (52) and (56) for the inoherent(pA! Xh+ YA) and oherent (pA! Xh+A) di�rative prodution of a systemh arrying momentum fration x in proton sattering on A = 64 (Cu) nulei atorresponding proton�nuleon .m. ollision energy of ps = 300 GeV. The dashed,dotted and ontinuous urves orrespond to using a single-hannel and double-hannel (models A and B) eikonals, respetively.
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h = beautyFig. 9. As in Fig. 8 but for proton ollisions on A = 197 (Au) nulei.Figs. 8 and 9 orrespond to nulei with A = 64 and A = 197, respe-tively. We see that, in general, the suppression due to nulear e�ets isapproximately a fator of 10 for pA ! Xh + YA and a fator of 100 forpA ! Xh + A. The dashed lines in Figs. 8 and 9 orrespond to the pre-ditions of the one-hannel eikonal model, whih obviously annot representthe di�erent partoni on�gurations partiipating in the proess. It there-fore does not depend on the spei� di�ratively produed system h or themomentum fration x that it arries. The other urves are the preditions ofthe two di�erent two-hannel eikonals introdued in Setion 4.1 � the sim-ple model A, whih predits the dotted urves, in whih the valene quarksand the gluon + sea quarks are respetively assoiated with the small andlarge size di�rative eigenstates, j�2i and j�1i of (47); and model B, whihpredits the ontinuous urves, with a more realisti partoni ompositionof the di�rative eigenstates.For models A and B, we see that, in general, the nulear suppressiondepends on x. For large x, where the small-size, low �abs omponent dom-inates, the suppression is less than that expeted in the pure Glauber one-hannel ase with exp(�h�iTA). On the other hand, for smaller x, wheremore ontribution omes from the large-size, higher �abs omponent, there



Di�ration of Protons and Nulei at High Energies 3185is muh more suppression. However, for harm (and beauty) prodution,model A predits that the suppression is independent of x. The reason isthat the gluons have all been assigned to a single omponent; moreover, asthis omponent has �abs > h�i, the suppression is larger than the single-hannel predition. In the more realisti model, model B, where the gluonis distributed between both eigenstates, the suppression is less and the pAross setion larger, and moreover depends on x � the large x gluons areonentrated in the di�rative eigenstate with the small �abs. On the otherhand, Drell�Yan prodution originates from valene and sea quark annihi-lation and hene the di�erene between the preditions of models A and Bis small.In Fig. 9 we inlude the predition for the nulear suppression in di�ra-tive b�b, as well as �, prodution. The only di�erene is that the sale islarger: � = 13 GeV rather than 5 GeV. By omparing � and b�b produtionwe see the results are not sensitive to the hoie of sale. In Fig. 10 wepresent the A dependene for the more realisti model B, for a large and asmall value of x.
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3186 A.B. Kaidalov et al.4.3. Comments on proton�nulear di�rative proessesThe above examples demonstrate the role that di�rative eigenstates(with di�erent absorptive ross setions) play in the desription of di�rativeproesses involving nulei. In omparison with the over-simple single-hannelGlauber approah, the nulear suppression fators reveal an informative rihstruture. They vary by more than a fator of two for the various harddi�rative proesses.Figures 8�10 are qualitatively valid for all energies. The suppressionfators of nulear origin, SA, derease only gradually with inreasing energydue to the slow growth of �ntot(s). Moreover, these nulear shadowing e�etsfor the interations of protons with nulei are similar7 to the suppressionfators in proton�proton interations at muh higher energies [50℄. (Reallthat for both pA and pp ollisions we refer to the proton�proton energyps.) For instane, we see from Fig. 8 that the nulear suppression fator inp-Copper ollisions is SA � 0:1 at RHIC energies of ps = 300 GeV, whihis omparable to the suppression Sp in hard di�rative pp ollisions at thehigher Tevatron energy, see for example, Fig. 6. This interesting orrelationmay be antiipated from the dependene of SA of (51) and (52) on theexponential of the produt ��ntot(s)TA(b). Total ross setions inrease withenergy as s� with � � 0:1, while TA(b) � A1=3. Thus an inrease of sby two orders of magnitude is equivalent to an inrease in A by a fator� 4. Thus, sine SA for pA ollisions with A � 64 at RHIC energies isomparable to Sp for pp ollisions at the Tevatron (s � (3�4) � 106 GeV2),we expet that Sp at the LHC (s � 2 � 108 GeV2) will be lose to SA forpA ollisions with A � 197 (see Fig. 9). So the observation of shadowingof hard di�rative proesses on heavy nulei at RHIC may serve as a guideto the size of the suppression fators Sp whih our in similar proesses inpp ollisions at the LHC energy. Of ourse, the Sp fators an be alulateddiretly, but on�rmation from a study of proton�nulear sattering data atRHIC would be valuable. The Sp fators need to be known, for example, inplans to identify New Physis phenomena in observations of suh di�rativeproesses at the LHC. 5. Conluding remarksInvestigation of both soft and hard di�rative proesses provides im-portant information on the dynamis of strong interations at high ener-gies. With inreasing energy the role of unitarity e�ets (whih, in the7 The similarity is not entirely omplete as there is a di�erene in the impat param-eter distributions for pA and pp ollisions, and in the inrease of the radius of theinteration with energy.
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